Inside this issue:
As winter begins to give way to Spring and a new
beginning, I see a parallel to our profession and
our college. We are entering a new beginning for
our college. Our future lies in the hands of a new
generation of radiologists.
These younger
physicians will train in ACGME accredited
programs. We must reach out to them and
introduce them to the AOCR. As I mentioned at
my inauguration last May, they are our future. I
would suggest that each and everyone one of us
make an effort to reach out to young radiologists,
residents and medical students and show them
the great things that our college does. As we
move into our future, we have placed a slate of
nominations for open board positions which
contain a diverse number of our young Radiologists. Brandon Mason, DO
will be our new young physician board member. In an effort to further
enhance this effort, President-elect Bill O’Brien has formed a task force on
Social Media and Member Engagement. It is our hope that this will enhance
our engagement with all of our members.
Last Fall, we launched our online learning management system. This is
available on the website and contains journal quizzes as well as on-demand
webinars. If you have not looked at this part of the website, I encourage you
to do so. Recently, the AOA approved a grace period for anyone who hasn’t
met their 2016-2018 CME requirements. This grace period extends through
May 31 and our website is a great place to get those extra few hours that
you need.
Finally, it has been an honor serving as your President this past year. The
members of the AOCR are like family to me. I have had a great group of
dedicated board members to support me. However, the work that we do
could not be possible without our excellent dedicated staff: Carol, Mary and
Erin. Their hard work can not go unrecognized. I hope to see many of you at
our annual meeting in San Antonio where Bill O’Brien will become our next
President.
Fraternally,

Michael W. Keleher, DO, FAOCR
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Upcoming Events
Merging Mind & Muscle:
Radiology at its Best
April 8-12, 2019
Westin Riverwalk
San Antonio, TX
Offering 34.5 CME Credits
Includes General Membership
Business Meeting
April 10, 2019
Advances in Cross Sectional
Imaging: Emphasis on US & CT
September 19-22, 2019
Westin Denver Downtown
Denver, CO
Offering 20 CME Credits
Conference designed to allow
time for attendees to enjoy
Denver!
Imaging the Acute & Critical
Patient
May 4-8, 2020
Hilton Tampa Downtown
Tampa, FL
Offering a Max of 30 CME
Credits

It is a distinct privilege to present what
will be my final issue as editor of the
JAOCR. As the title suggests, this issue
was inspired by this past year’s AOCR
annual meeting, which was a “Top 3”
cased-based conference. For this
issue, we have case-based mini review
articles
featuring
gamuts
in
neuroradiology,
musculoskeletal
imaging, abdominal imaging, and
nuclear medicine, as well as Viewbox
articles featuring “Aunt Minnie” cases in
cardiothoracic
imaging,
pediatric
imaging,
and
vascular
and
interventional radiology. I would like to
thank the authors and contributors to
this issue, including several of the
faculty from the annual meeting.
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The past 8 years have been nothing
short of incredible as we have watched
the Journal grow from merely an idea
back in 2011 to the exceptional
educational and CME resource that it
has become in 2019. I am forever
indebted to the guest editors and contributors for volunteering their time and expertise to
the college and the JAOCR, the editorial board for their insight in establishing the Journal
content and format, and the staff at the AOCR office for their countless hours of behindthe-scenes work in coordinating each issue and its CME activities. I would also like to
thank the staff at Anderson publishing for their editing support and production of each
high-quality issue.
To say that the Journal will be in good hands with the incoming editor-in-chief would be a
tremendous understatement. When it became evident that we needed to start looking for
candidates to serve as editor, the Leadership Identification Committee came to the same
recommendation that I had prepared – Dr. Daniel Wale, a nuclear medicine subspecialtytrained radiologist and faculty member at the University of Michigan. In addition to his
active involvement in AOCR committees and educational programs, Dan’s acumen for
publishing became readily apparent when he served as guest editor for a nuclear
medicine subspecialty issue of the JAOCR. His enthusiasm, knowledge, experience, and
editorial expertise make him a perfect fit as editor of the JAOCR for years to come.
In closing, I would like to thank the college for the many opportunities it has provided me
over the years, especially the opportunity to serve as inaugural editor of the JAOCR. For
the members of the AOCR, I encourage you to become involved in the college in any
way feasible, whether it be through committee involvement, providing online or in person
CME lectures, serving as guest editor for the JAOCR, or simply attending AOCR events.
From my experience, the return on your investment will be ten-fold what you put into it.
William T. O’Brien, Sr., DO, FAOCR

VIEWBOX is published by the
AOCR. Views and opinions
expressed in the Viewbox are
not necessarily endorsed by
the AOCR.
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Radiology at its Best
Westin Riverwalk, San Antonio, TX
Offering 34.5 CME Credits
April 8-12, 2019
Course Description
This course has been developed to reignite the passions of neuroradiology and musculoskeletal diagnostic and
interventional radiologists, and to stir the fire within general radiologists striving to expand their neuro and MSK skills. The
symposium brings together nationally and internationally renowned speakers who are experts in the fields of
neuroradiology, musculoskeletal radiology, and interventional pain medicine. The course will revalidate some established
concepts and imaging parameters but overturn others by presenting new up-to-date information. Through this course the
attendees will review normal neuro and MSK anatomy and the imaging of pathophysiology affecting adults and children.
Complex metabolic bone and neuro pathology will be dissected into more easily recognizable patterns. The attendees will
be exposed to panel discussions, where imaging of spine and MSK diseases will be presented side by side with treatment
options. Neoplastic and inflammatory neuro and MSK processes will be reviewed. Time will be dedicated to currentlypressing topics such as dementia, regenerative medicine, and both the diagnosis and treatment of acute stroke. All
imaging modalities, ranging from plain films to nuclear medicine studies, will be included. A two-hour hands-on MSK/US
workshop will be an interactive part of the course.

Course Objectives
At the completion of this course, attendees will be able to:
• Identify the complex anatomy of the sella, temporal bone and sinuses and the pathologies affecting them.
• Discuss the various imaging modalities used in the evaluation of trauma, phacomatoses, epilepsy, dementia and
stroke. Discuss advances in imaging and therapy as they apply to both disease processes.
• Explain the complex anatomy of head and neck cancers and the intricacies of pre and post-operative imaging.
• Expand the recognition and differential for difficult white matter diseases, CNS infections as well as metabolic brain
disorders.
• Describe the anatomy of the musculoskeletal system as it applies to the joints, spine and soft tissues.
• Recognize the imaging findings in musculoskeletal disease that affect the patients function and quality of life.
• Integrate available treatment options into the understanding and reporting of musculoskeletal diseases and
pathology. Recognize important findings for the interventionalist.
• Identify the complexities of metabolic bone diseases, tumors and synovial disease and their imaging
manifestations.
• Hone US imaging skills of the musculoskeletal system by participating in a hands-on US workshop.

Click to view detailed course information
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The following members will be honored at the AOCR Annual Awards Ceremony, April 10, 2019 in San Antonio, Texas.

Daniel Huddle, DO, of Lone Tree, CO, is medical director of interventional neuroradiology at
UCH Memorial Hospital/Radiology & Imaging Consultants in Colorado Springs, CO. He is
sponsored for fellowship by Charles Nutting, DO.

Dr. Huddle graduated from Michigan State University College of Osteopathic Medicine in East
Lansing, MI in 1987. He completed his internship at Mt. Clemens General Hospital in Mt.
Clemens, MI in 1988. He completed his diagnostic radiology residency in 1992 at Michigan
State University in East Lansing, MI.
Dr. Huddle has practiced primarily in Colorado since completion of his three fellowships. He
completed his neuroradiology fellowship training at the University of Chicago Hospitals in
1994, his first interventional neuroradiology fellowship at Yale New Haven Hospital in 1998
and his second interventional neuroradiology fellowship at Massachusetts General Hospital in
1999.
His service to the AOCR includes the Committee on Continuing Medical Education from 2015-2018. In 2018, he began
his service on the AOCR Board of Directors as a Member-at-Large. He is currently planning for his role of program chair
for the 2020 AOCR Annual Convention on Imaging the Acute & Critical Patient.

Daniel Maloney, DO, of Garnet Valley, PA, is an attending radiologist at Christiana Care
Health System in Newark, DE and a clinical instructor at Philadelphia College of Osteopathic
Medicine, Department of Radiology, Philadelphia, PA. He is sponsored for fellowship by Gregg
Silberg, DO, FAOCR.

Dr. Maloney graduated from Rowan University School of Osteopathic Medicine in Stratford, NJ
in 2002. He completed his internship in 2003 and diagnostic radiology residency in 2007, both
at St. Barnabas Hospital in Bronx, NY. He completed a MRI fellowship in 2008 at Proscan
Imaging in Cincinnati, OH. Upon completion of his fellowship training, Dr. Maloney joined the
Christiana Care Health System.
Dr. Maloney has served on the American Osteopathic Board of Radiology (AOBR) since 2012
as section chair of Cardiopulmonary Imaging. He became a member of the AOBR Board of
Directors in 2013 and currently holds the office of Vice Chair. His service to the AOCR has
included participation on the Resident Lecture Committee from 2009-2011 and the Committee
on New Physicians in Practice from 2011-2012.

The AOCR Education Foundation is pleased to be able to continue the Resident Travel Grant, which supports resident attendance at
AOCR Annual Conventions. This year the Foundation was able to award six (6) travel grants. Each winner will receive $500 to assist
in travel expenses to the 2019 Annual Convention in San Antonio, Texas.

Mathieu Sabbagh, DO
PGY-5

Julia Cameron-Morrison, DO
PGY-5
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Emily Rey, DO
PGY-2

Saad Farooq, DO
PGY-2

Kalpesh Desai, DO
PGY-5

Nicholas Strle, DO
PGY-5

The American Osteopathic Foundation (AOF) and the American Osteopathic College of
Radiology (AOCR) are proud to recognize Heather N. Ivy, DO, MPT, as the 2018 AOF/AOCR
Outstanding Resident of the Year in Radiology.
Dr. Ivy received her DO degree from the Oklahoma State University College of Osteopathic
Medicine in 2016 and prior to that earned a Masters in Physical Therapy from the University of
Oklahoma’s Health Sciences Center. She is currently completing a residency in diagnostic
radiology at the Oklahoma State University Medical Center.
Dr. Ivy’s leadership experience includes terms as the resident representative on the AOA Board
of Trustees and Bureau of Membership as well as the Oklahoma Osteopathic Association’s
(OOA) Executive Committee. “I have a strong desire to see osteopathic medicine flourish for
centuries to come. Giving my time is a privilege and, I feel, my responsibility since the DOs
before me paved the way for me to call this my career,” she says.
She also finds time for volunteer projects, including medical mission trips through DOCARE, mentoring medical students
and performing sports physicals for local high school students. In her words, “as long as I am able, I will continue
pushing myself to be the best physician of my ability. My patients and osteopathic family deserve it.”
Jeremy Fullingim, DO, and Program Director of Dr. Ivy’s residency, says “I truly believe this award was made for a
resident like Heather…I have never encountered a resident so dedicated to improving the community around her.”
Dr. Ivy was presented the award at the Osteopathic Medical Education Conference (OMED) in October 2018. In addition,
she will be recognized by the AOCR and the AOCR Education Foundation at the AOCR Annual Awards Ceremony, April
10 in San Antonio, Texas.

In recognition of his outstanding leadership, dedication and service, George E. Erbacher, DO,
FAOCR, will be honored as the recipient of the Distinguished Service Award during the Annual
Awards Ceremony on April 10, 2019, in San Antonio, Texas.
Dr. Erbacher has been a dedicated member of the AOCR since he became a resident member in
1988. He has diligently served the AOCR throughout his career. During his tenure with the
College, he served as a member of the AOCR Board of Directors for 14 years and was elected
as the 62nd President. He has served on numerous committees throughout his membership,
including the Committee on Strategic Planning, the Nominating Committee, the Finance
Committee and the Committee on Evaluation and Educational Standards. He has participated as
faculty at a number of AOCR sponsored CME activities over the years. In addition, Dr. Erbacher
currently represents the osteopathic profession as a member of the ACGME Radiology Review
Committee.
A 1980 graduate of Kansas City University of Medicine and Biosciences College of Osteopathic Medicine in Kansas City,
MO, Dr. Erbacher completed his internship at Brentwood Hospital in Warrensville Heights, OH in 1981. After completion
of a Family Medicine Residency at Rocky Mountain Hospital in Denver, CO and six years of family practice, Dr. Erbacher
elected to commence training in radiology. He completed his Diagnostic Radiology Residency Training in 1991 at Tulsa
Regional Medical Center (now OSU Medical Center) in Tulsa, OK. He subsequently completed an Angiography and
Interventional Radiology Fellowship at the University of Cincinnati Hospital in Cincinnati, OH in 1992. He was certified by
the AOBR in Diagnostic Radiology in 1992 and also earned a certification of added qualifications in Angiography and
Interventional Radiology in 1996.
For over 20 years, Dr. Erbacher served as Program Director for either the Radiology residency or the Interventional
Radiology Fellowship at Oklahoma State University Medical Center, Tulsa, OK. In addition, Dr. Erbacher has served as
Chairman of the Graduate Medical Education Committee and Department of Radiology at OSU Medical Center, Tulsa,
OK; Adjunct Clinical Assistant Professor of Radiology at Touro University, Henderson, NV; Adjunct Clinical Assistant
Professor of Surgery and Adjunct Clinical Assistant Professor of Radiology at Oklahoma State University Center for
Health Sciences – College of Osteopathic Medicine and is on the OSUCOM Advisory Board to the OSU Regents.
The Distinguished Service Award is the highest honor to be given to a member of the AOCR. The award is presented to
recognize extraordinary meritorious service to the AOCR. Dr. Erbacher is the 14 th person ever selected to receive this
award.
VIEWBOX | February 2019
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William T. O’Brien, Sr., DO, FAOCR, will be inaugurated as the 69th President of the
American Osteopathic College of Radiology, Wednesday, April 10 at the AOCR Annual Awards
Ceremony in San Antonio, Texas.

He is Director of the Pediatric Neuroradiology Fellowship at Cincinnati Children’s Hospital
Medical Center and Associate Professor of Radiology at the University of Cincinnati College of
Medicine in Cincinnati, OH.
Dr. O’Brien graduated from Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine in Philadelphia, PA in
2003. He completed his internship in 2004 and residency training in 2008 both at David Grant
USAF Medical Center, Travis Air Force Base, CA. He completed a fellowship in Neuroradiology
at the University of Cincinnati in 2009 as well as a fellowship in Pediatric Neuroradiology at Cincinnati Children’s
Hospital Medical Center in 2010.
Following completion of fellowship training, Dr. O’Brien spent the majority of his career as an Air Force Neuroradiologist.
During his military career, he served in a variety of academic roles, including Radiology Department Chairman at Wilford
Hall USAF Ambulatory Surgical Center in San Antonio, TX; and Radiology Residency Program Director at David Grant
USAF Medical Center, Travis Air Force Base, CA. Dr. O’Brien received several honors and awards during his military
career, including Air Force Radiologist of the Year, Residency Teacher of the Year, and Health Consortium Physician
Educator of the Year. He serves as editor of Thieme's bestselling Top 3 Differentials in Radiology case-based review
book and author of the Neuroradiology subspecialty edition.
Dr. O’Brien became an active member of the AOCR in 2008 and was awarded Fellowship in the AOCR in 2018. He has
served on the AOCR Board of Directors since 2015 and has served on numerous AOCR committees including the
Continuing Medical Education Committee from 2013-2015. He spearheaded development of the JAOCR and served as
its founding Editor-in-Chief from 2011-2019. Dr. O’Brien has presented dozens of lectures and exhibits at national and
international scientific meetings and served as program chair for the 2018 AOCR Annual Convention, Top 3 Differentials
in Radiology.

ACTIVE
Brent Jacobson, DO
Benjamin Nasman, DO
Bryon Thomson, DO
Eugene Wilson, DO

STUDENT
Derek Clary
Jared Harp
Geoffrey Lindblad
Kyle Medley
Kelsey Niichel
Charles Woodall

AFFILIATE
Gary Mason, DO

1ST YEAR ACTIVE

Elevated from Resident Membership

Elevating

New Members

We hope that you will join us in San Antonio to welcome Dr. O’Brien as the 2019-2020 President of the AOCR.

Nicholas Hardin, DO
Maha Jarmanki, DO

RESIDENT
Huy Michael Do, MD

Membership Renewal Approaching
The 2019-2020 Membership Year will begin July 1.
Membership renewal notices will be emailed soon.

Click to renew now!
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Advances in Cross Sectional Imaging with
Emphasis on Ultrasound & CT
September 19 – 22, 2019
Westin Denver Downtown
Denver, Colorado

Earn up to 20 CME Credits!

New Course Format!
We have designed this four day course to allow for free time in the afternoon with the goal of
enhancing your work-life balance. Bring your family, bring your friends and enjoy this new course
format! Take the afternoon to discover Denver’s beauty!
Course Information

This CME activity is intended to provide the target audience with an overview in the updates in the cross sectional imaging
arena. MR/CT/US Imaging and its current role of common disease detection and management will be discussed. Common
disease processes and their imaging evaluation techniques will be reviewed. Selected topics in the latest musculoskeletal
treatments developed with imaging guidance and interventional techniques will be presented. A special emphasis on the
pediatric population will be presented as well.
In addition, a special 2-hour lecture on medical malpractice as it relates to the practice of radiology through an actual case
vignette will be presented with discussion.

Objectives
Upon the conclusion of this activity, participants should be able to:
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrate their knowledge of new imaging techniques, diagnoses and protocols.
Enhance their understanding of the use and limitations of PET/CT as it relates to infection and inflammation.
Apply ultrasound to musculoskeletal, pediatric brain, spine, liver and kidney organ systems, and its use in treatment of
various disease entities.
Effectively use MDCT and MR imaging to evaluate congenital heart disease, Cardiac CTA, liver and paranasal sinuses.
Discuss the common reasons and improve understanding for medical malpractice as it relates to the practice of radiology.

Click to view detailed course information
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In October 2018, the AOCR was pleased to launch a new online CME platform in response to member feedback,
requesting alternative avenues to obtain CME credit. The platform will continue to grow and offer new CME activities.
AOCR members will have access to free and reduced CME on the platform. The platform may be accessed via the
AOCR website and going to CME, Online CME and clicking on On-Demand CME OR Online Quizzes-JAOCR.

All lectures are held at 7 pm CT unless otherwise noted.
March 26—Update in MR Imaging of the Rotator Cuff
Presented by Donald von Borstel, DO
April 18—Breast Imaging Webinar
Presented by Rifat Wahab, DO
May 21—GU Imaging Webinar
Presented by Rocky Saenz, DO
June—Cardiopulmonary Webinar
Presented by Douglas Johnson, DO
July—TBA
August—TBA
September—Neuroradiology Webinar
Presented by William Zucconi, DO
October—Pediatric Radiology Webinar
Presented by Bernard Laya, DO
November—TBA
December—TBA

Access Webinar Details Here
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Roland Gazaille, DO, represented
the AOCR at the Accreditation Council
for Graduate Medical Education
(ACGME) / Organization of Program
Director
Associations
(OPDA)
Program Director Competency Summit
in December 2018.

The purpose of the summit was to
bring together representatives from
various program director organizations
to
review
program
director
competencies, and harness their
expertise to develop a consensus on
key aspects of a successful program
director common to all specialties.
The summit included more than 80 attendees representing more
than 30 different organizations and all 26 core specialties as
well as the transitional year.
The important work completed by these dedicated educators will
help program directors be better prepared to educate residents,
now and in the future.

Frank J. Messana, DO, 77, passed away on February 2, 2019.
Dr. Messana graduated from Chicago College of Osteopathic Medicine of Midwestern University in Downers
Grove, IL in 1966. He completed his internship in 1967 and residency in 1972, both at Zieger-Botsford
Hospital in Michigan. As a US Army physician in the Vietnam War he saved lives both as a combat triage
surgeon, and when he ran through gunfire to rescue his fellow soldiers, for which he was awarded a Soldiers
Medal for Heroism.
After the war, he became a radiologist, helping patients directly and helping other doctors take care of their
patients. He loved to teach and help others be the best they could be, including supervising the formal
training of other radiologists as a residency program director, and in his many athletic endeavors.
He became a resident member of the AOCR in 1972, an active member in 1975 and a Life Member in 2006.
He was certified by the AOBR in Radiology in 1975.

Sidney R. Rente, Jr., DO, MD, 89, passed away December 27, 2018.
Dr. Rente graduated medical school at Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine in 1955. He continued
on to do a one-year internship at Civic Center Hospital in Oakland, CA. He then completed his residency at
Detroit Osteopathic Hospital in Hyland Park, Michigan, in 1959. He earned his M.D. degree from California
College of Medicine/University of California, Irvine, in 1962.
After graduation from medical school, he practiced Radiology in St. Petersburg, Florida. He then moved to
Miami and practiced at Osteopathic General Hospital in N. Miami until he became a staff/head radiologist at
Humana Hospital of South Broward County in Hallandale, Florida.
He became an Active Member of the AOCR in 1962 and a Life Member in 1994. He was certified by the
AOBR in Radiology in 1962.

John J. Millin, DO, 88, passed away June 20, 2018.
Dr. Millin graduated from A.T. Still University-Kirksville College of Osteopathic Medicine in 1958. He
completed his internship in 1959 and a surgical residency in 1964, both at Oklahoma Osteopathic Hospital.
He later completed his radiology residency training in 1975 at Kirksville Osteopathic Hospital.
Dr. Millin served in the U.S. Army Medical Corps and Army of Occupational of Germany. The last years of his
practice were spent in the Army again and then with Veterans Affairs, earning the rank of lieutenant colonel.
He became an Active Member of the AOCR in 1977 and a Life Member in 1994. He was AOBR certified in
Radiology in 1977.
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The AOCR is grateful to the following members who have contributed to the AOCR Education Foundation from October 31, 2018
through January 31, 2019. The listing reflects the donor’s lifetime contributions. A full listing of foundation contributors can be
found on the AOCR website.
Richard A Kiszonas, DO
Trustee Level
Supporter Level
Contribution of $10,000
and above
Bruno Borin, DO ♦
Michael Cawthon, DO
George Erbacher, DO +
Thomas Gleason, DO, FAOCR +
Lynwood W Hammers, DO +
Claire McKay, DO ● +
Richard A Schellin, DO ♦ ♦ +
Wayne Schoettle, DO ♦
Wade H M Wong, DO ♦

Curator Level

Contribution of $5,000
and above
David Fleszar, DO ● +
Rocky Saenz, DO
Anthony J Skiptunas, DO ♦
Karla Volke, DO
Paul Willman, DO ● +

President’s Level

Contribution of $2,000 and above
Sherman M Bannett, DO +
John C Becker, DO +
Paul M Gagnon, DO
Rosemarie Hackett, DO
J James Jerele, DO +

Robert Koenigsberg, DO ♦
Dale Lee, DO
Daniel Maloney, DO +
Timothy McKnight, DO
Keith Morrow, DO
Raymond A Murphy, DO
Michael Olson, DO, MBA
Mark Wagner, DO +
Randy B Weiss, DO

Contribution of $500
and above
American Osteopathic College of Radiology ♦
William Hagen, DO +
Stanley Halprin, DO
William A Peters, DO +
Pilar Prabhu, DO
Dimitri Segal, DO +
Scott Silk, DO
Madelyn Sine-Karasick, DO
Martin L Trepel, DO +
Phillip Vinh, DO
Michael Wilczynski, DO

Benefactor Level

Contribution of $1,000
and above
Philip Budihardjo, DO
Robert L Cox, DO
Mark T DiMarcangelo, DO
James M Essad, DO ♦
Joseph S Field, DO
Michael A Henderson, DO
Valerie Jewells, DO + ♦
James A Legako, DO
Charles O’ Brien, DO
Ellen O’Mara, DO ♦
Raymond Perez, DO
Victoria Swegles, DO + ●
Jill Wruble, DO

Contributor Level

Contribution up to $499
Janet M and Harris Baderak ♦
Brian Brock, DO
Alison Chetlen, DO ♦
Sue C Kaste, DO
Albert Quan, DO
Jeffrey S Stern, DO
Peter J Tomko, DO +
Donations made in honor of:

Donations made in memory of:

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
Donation funds designated to:
♦
+ Pamela Smith Scholarship Fund ♦
●
●
●
●

Katie Globke
Bruno Borin, DO
Michael K Willman, DO
Charles Finnell, DO

Susann Schetter, DO
Robert Meals, DO
Arthur Simon, DO
Michael Arsenault, DO
Carl Neufeld, DO
William E Shiels II, DO
R. W. Schoettle, DO

Susann Schetter, DO, FAOCR, 63, passed away on December 24, 2018, after a 16-month battle
with stage IV pancreatic cancer. Dr. Schetter was AOCR Honorary President at the time of her
passing.
A consummate physician, Dr. Schetter was a DO and practiced radiology, specializing in breast
health at Penn State Hershey Medical Center since 2004. She served as associate professor of
radiology, associate chief medical officer for Penn State Health Medical Group and medical
director of the Penn State Health Breast Center. The Penn State Health Breast Center that Dr.
Schetter directed is ranked as one of the best in the US.
Dr. Schetter graduated from Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine in 1982. She completed
her internship in 1983 and residency training in 1986, both at Community Hospital of Lancaster. In
1987, she completed a fellowship in pediatric radiology at St. Christopher Hospital for Children.
Upon completion of her training, she became certified in diagnostic radiology by the AOBR in 1988.
Dr. Schetter joined the AOCR as a resident member in 1984 and became an active member in 1988. She became very
involved and active within the College, serving as a board member since 2014, elected as Secretary 2015 - 2017,
became an AOCR Fellow in 2016 and was then elected Vice President 2017 - 2018. She was awarded the title of
Honorary President on May 20th, 2018. Prior to her service on the Board of Directors, Dr. Schetter served on several
committees, including the Committee on Evaluation and Educational Standards from 2010-2015, serving as Vice-Chair
from 2013-2015. In 2013, Dr. Schetter was awarded the medal for service on committees.
She continued to represent the AOCR in additional ways, such as serving as Guest Editor for the JAOCR January 2014
Breast Imaging Issue. From 2014-2017, Dr. Schetter represented the AOCR as an ACR Councilor and a representative
on the ACR Quality and Safety Commission. She was elected to the AOCR Education Foundation in 2016 and elevated
to the office of Treasurer in 2017.
As a member of the AOCR Board of Directors & Education Foundation, she became a strong advocate on behalf of the
young physicians. With her encouragement, the Education Foundation has increased the opportunities to engage and
support our younger members.
A direct link has been established on the AOCR website to make contributions in Memory of Susann Schetter, DO, at
www.aocr.org/page/SchetterMemorial. Contributions received would allow the Foundation to further its endeavors and
support for the young physicians of the AOCR.
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